Preface
Experiencing a true work of art, Fair‹eld Porter wrote to Paul Mattick in 1940, "[is] like being in a new dimension, the way a two-dimensional creature would feel if he could be taken into a third dimension and for the ‹rst time in his life see a square at once and as a whole."
My friendship with Fair‹eld stirred a similar metamorphosis in me, starting with his visits to my studio at Amherst College. Though his personal manner (no greetings, no farewells; no small talk) left me startled and uneasy, ›ailing at conversation, he paid my painting profound attention. Looking at pictures worked on him. As he concentrated, the tip of his tongue moved back and forth between his lips. After a silent incubation, if he had a comment, it was delivered like gleaming ore falling to the ›oor. His sudden insights made our get-togethers feel like visitations.
In his May 22, 1965, letter to Arthur Giardelli, Porter mentions as lamentable a cultural attitude termed "the American cramp" by the sculptor Robert White. According to Porter, this af›iction is our national distrust of the pleasure and signi‹cance of art. I had a serious case of it. Fair‹eld supported my talent and that of many others, and, as he would display in so many letters like the one to Garrett Brown (March 13, 1973) , he generously expressed his support. After Amherst we corresponded. His replies were lengthy, attentive, riveting. I had never experienced the likes of them before. I became more real around Fair‹eld and glimpsed myself whole.
Fair‹eld's published criticism struck me in another way. There is an element of personal pathos in some of his ‹ercest critical writing related to the same ambivalence about painting that I felt. I was electri‹ed to think that this man who had af‹rmed my work so deeply might have experienced a struggle like my own.
In one of his most scathing reviews, of the 1959 Museum of Modern Art exhibit "New Images of Man" (which purported to protest against humanity's "fate [,] to become a thing"), Porter wrote, if one takes as his subject matter the pit of Buchenwald, as Lebrun does, one takes for subject matter something safely remote from the smallness of daily-life experience. . . . The violent image of man has the purpose of making a creation acceptable to critics, it gives an easy subject matter to critical writing, for these paintings and sculptures seem to mean something profound in proportion to the amount of distortion and the violence of their appearance, and in this way the artist clears himself from a conscience made uneasy by his choice to be only an artist. . . . The artists want to be as needed as scientists or generals. . . . [They] may seem to be courageously facing the human predicament, but this courage saves [them] from the harder necessity of accepting the dif‹culties of art. 1
Despite a family tradition of ideological independence and love of the arts, Porter faced a lifelong challenge in following his impulse to be an artist concerned with the "smallness" of everyday life and resisting the marching orders of others. In an episode that illustrated the strands of rejection that were woven through the family fabric, he wrote to Claire White, April 24, 1972, about being sent, when he was a young adolescent, repeatedly and painfully to a portrait photographer by his parents with results that disappointed them, alone among the photos of their ‹ve children. A painful dimension of his daily-life experience was the struggle against the deep-seated message "that I, Fair‹eld, am the way someone else has decided I am" (as he put it to White). But he was buoyed by his tenacity, devoted wife Anne, and increasing surrender to his love of painting. The same struggle sired his crusade urging "respect for things as they are" and lent authority and bite to his art world politics: he would never be straitjacketed in critic Clement Greenberg's (or anyone else's) portrait of the artistic future.
Porter's manner in person and in letters were dramatically different. John Bernard Myers, the director of Tibor de Nagy Gallery (where Porter showed for many years), remembered in a diary, "There is a sense in which Fair‹eld is never with one. He engages in discussion with intensity, says what he has to say with animation, is suddenly silent, looking elsewhere, or, from time-to-time, stares piercingly at the person to whom vi preface he is speaking. It's put up or shut up. At the same time, his detachment is almost planetary, with him on the other planet." 2 The painter Nell Blaine wrote to me in September, 1984, "Often he sat quietly, appearing to be in a black mood, then suddenly . . . he would blurt out a very strong statement. Afterwards he would fall into silence again." Because in letters Fair‹eld was gracious, easy, full of news of family and work, and also selfrevealing, the disparity could be confusing. On my second and ‹nal visit to Southampton to see him in 1974 before his death a year later, I was introduced to Johnny Porter, Fair‹eld's oldest child, who suffered from autism and whom I knew nothing about. After supper, Fair‹eld, his daughter Liz, and I stayed alone at the table, and I asked him as delicately as I could about Johnny, whose conversation had been bewilderingly ‹lled with puns. Fair‹eld got up angrily and left without a word. Anne Porter's permission to collect the letters ‹ve years after his death was heaven sent; I had another chance to meet Fair‹eld-and a uniquely transparent one.
In his catalog essay for the 1981 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, retrospective of Porter's work, the show's curator, Kenworth Moffett, disparaged Porter's monograph on the American painter Thomas Eakins. Porter had written that, in contrast to the radiance and pleasure so evident in French impressionism, Eakins's work had a dreary light and his sitters a defeated look. Porter believed that because the enormously talented Eakins was supported by family money and "had to convince his conscience that painting was work," this muting of sensuality served as a kind of penitence. Moffett complained that Porter's assessment contained "more than just a little projection or identi‹cation." Porter's own "inorganic conscience" 3 about art, according to Moffett, led him to muse about abandoning painting and becoming an organic farmer (important work to an environmentalist like Fair‹eld) late in his life-while doing his best paintings.
Moffett was right about the family money that helped Porter for much of his career and right about his doubts, but he missed a deeper point. Porter's similarities to Eakins, once pointed out, would not have Porter's luminous prose and telling observations are compelling enough, but it was his Kierkegaardian compass, measuring the degree to which art was in concert or con›ict with the artist's "deepest self," that I treasure most. If Wallace Stevens's title The Necessary Angel points to art's ability to connect us to a dimension larger than ourselves by tactile, concrete means, Porter was a necessary evangelist. When Porter wrote, "Wholeness is as close as you to yourself and your immediate surroundings. You need not pursue it. You have only to accept it," 5 he offered solace and a challenge to a culture forgetful that transcendence is even possible.
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